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Headline Publishing Group. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Prince and I, Karen
Hawkins, An enchanting, sexy and witty Scottish historical romance from New York Times bestseller
Karen Hawkins. Fans of Julia Quinn, Monica McCarty and Julie Garwood will fall under the spell of
this glittering romance. Never cross a Scot. Never steal from a warrior prince. And never
underestimate the power of passion. Lady Murian MacDonald Muir seeks revenge against the evil
earl who murdered her husband and stole his birthright. She and her band of loyal retainers waylay
the earl's wealthy guests to gain entry to Rowallen Castle - a master-plan working splendidly until
she stops the golden coach of Oxenburg's warrior prince. Gregori Maksim Romanovin is in Scotland
on a critical diplomatic mission. Held at swordpoint by a 'man' dubbed the Scottish Robin Hood the
battle-savvy prince senses something's amiss. Furious at her escape, he vows to track down the redhaired vixen. But once Max hears Murian's tragic story he resolves to assist her - and a fiery battle
blazes. Soon Max must determine where his loyalties lie: to his royal duties, or the spirited woman
who has stolen his heart. Don't miss the first Princes...
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Reviews
Very beneficial for all type of individuals. I have got study and so i am certain that i am going to going to read through once again once again later on. I
am just happy to let you know that this is basically the greatest publication i have study during my own daily life and could be he finest pdf for ever.
-- Pr of. Nelson Fa r r ell MD
A whole new eBook with a brand new perspective. it was actually writtern quite completely and useful. I found out this ebook from my dad and i
recommended this ebook to discover.
-- Dr . Wya tt Mor issette
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